
RECEPTION CLASS TERMLY FORECAST Spring 2018 

  

Dear Parents and Carers 

Welcome back to Reception and a happy New Year! The children have been working really hard and are all 

making great progress so thank you for your continued support.  

  

OUR TOPICS AND CURRICULUM  

The topics for this term include: Fairy Tales, Pattern and Shape and Growing Plants. All activities in Reception 

will be taught using the statuary EYFS curriculum (Early Years Foundation Stage). The emphasis of early years 

teaching is on 'learning through play' where children learn through child initiated and adult led tasks. A hands-

on, real experience approach enables the children to make both small steps and big leaps of learning through 

carefully planned activities which are exciting, age specific and ability specific. 

 

 LITERACY: This term the children will continue to focus on phonics 

knowledge and using the Letters & Sounds, Jolly Phonics and Ruth Miskin 

programmes .One of the main focus areas for this term will be learning new 

groups of letter sounds e.g. ng, ee and ai. The children will be writing CVCs 

(consonant, vowel, consonant) words and using writing for a variety of 

different purposes e.g. story, lists, invitations and letters. In addition the 

children will be focusing on recognising and writing key words which are 

difficult to sound out phonetically, called ‘tricky words’ e.g. the, we, my and 

into.  

The children will continue to bring home library books and scheme books in book bags on Fridays. Please use the 

reading diaries to record any comments about reading or homework tasks. 

COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE: The children will be carrying out lots of communication work through 

role play, puppet shows, show and tell, circle time and storytelling.  

MATHEMATICS: The children will continue to have the opportunity to learn 

through practical tasks, mental activities and number games. They will be 

consolidating number knowledge of 0-20 and focusing on recognising, reading 

and forming numerals correctly. The children will be doing practical addition 

and subtraction activities and using mathematical symbols + - = for recording 

their answers.  

Numicon: We will continue to use the maths resource Numicon This resource 

is designed to reinforce children’s’ understanding and appreciation of 

number and number relationships. Numicon shapes help children see 

connections between numbers through manipulating and making connections 

between the shapes. The key idea for children to understand is that 

numbers are not just randomly occurring things, but that they form a highly 

organised system, full of many kinds of pattern. 

More information on Numicon can be found by going to www.numicon.com . 

 

Our topic ‘Pattern & Shape’ will link to lots of maths activities: 2d shape, 3d shape and repeating 

patterns. There will also be a focus on the language of comparison e.g. biggest/smallest and everyday words 

that are used to describe position and direction e.g. under, above.  

 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN: The children will be learning about different art techniques, including 

marbling and a variety of print making effects. The children will also be undertaking some large scale pattern 

making tasks! There will also be the opportunity for children to participate in  

music and movement sessions or a music making session, so they can learn about simple elements of music and 

have opportunities to sing and dance. 
  

 

http://www.numicon.com/Index.aspx


PERSONAL, SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Over the past term the children have shown a huge 

improvement in their levels of individual independence. This term we will be encouraging the children to persist 

with challenging tasks and to play and work with a wide range of children, not just their special friends. 
  

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT: In our PE sessions the children will be working on agility and poise in  

gymnastic with the aim to learn simple balances and rolls. The children will be using the large indoor  

apparatus and small equipment to play group games which involve throwing, rolling, catching and kicking. Each 

day the children are able to use the outdoor play equipment. This is a superb opportunity for the children to 

initiate their own games using trikes, small equipment and the climbing frame. 

 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD: The children will be continuing their cooking sessions which often 

prompts interesting discussions about 'how things change'. The children will be developing a 'sense of place' by 

finding out about our local environment and starting a new springtime gardening project in our raised allotment 

beds.  

 

I.C.T. The children will be continuing to develop their independence as they use the computers and  

interactive whiteboard. We have a bank of programmes which support different aspects of learning which the 

children can access on a daily basis. The children will be using lots of different forms of ICT to support their 

learning; IPads, digital cameras linking to our work on pattern, programmable toys called Beebots linking to our 

maths topic of shape. 

 

EDUCATIONAL VISITS Last term we enjoyed some exciting curriculum enhancement events at school. 

Upcoming Creative Curriculum experiences are: 

29th January  Trip to The Children’s discovery centre to have a storytelling workshop.   

30th January   Drama4all workshop at school                     

March              Trip to The Science Museum to visit interactive exhibit ‘The Pattern Pod’ and a storytelling 

event ‘The Three Little Pigs’            

You will receive details before each educational visit through the weekly ‘How to Help’ letter. Parent volunteers 

will be needed for our visit to The Children’s Discovery Centre and The Science Museum. We need a high ratio 

of adults to children and would value your help, details to follow. 

  

REMINDERS: 

Each term we kindly ask for a voluntary contribution of £5 for cooking and consumables. 

We also ask for any empty cardboard boxes, kitchen roll tubes, bottle lids, yoghurt pots etc for our junk 

modeling area (nut and egg free please).   

  

Finally thank you very much for all of the lovely cards and presents at Christmas time. Also your help and 

support throughout each week which is greatly appreciated. 

I hope that your child has a thoroughly enjoyable Spring term. 

Miss M Onwukwe 

on behalf of the Reception class team 

Mrs Tyler (mornings) 

Mrs Coomey (afternoons) 

Mrs Mansfield (afternoons)  


